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Atlanta Hawks are real beasts of the NBA East 

By: Bruce Jenkins 

Does 28 wins in 30 games sound like a joke to you? Or a 14-game winning streak? It might be time to 

stash the wicked put-downs of the NBA’s Eastern Conference, for there might be a big surprise in store 

for whoever emerges from the West. 

The Atlanta Hawks have risen to the No. 1 spot on several insiders’ power rankings — the ones that 

don’t have the Warriors on top — and there’s a common thread to this radical shift in the NBA’s 

hierarchy. The two men who will coach the All-Star game — Steve Kerr and the Hawks’ Mike 

Budenholzer— are disciples of San Antonio coach Gregg Popovich. 

Kerr has drawn wisdom from a number of sources (don’t forget Phil Jackson), but he is especially 

connected to Popovich, as both friend and mentor. Budenholzer is in his second season in Atlanta after 

many years as Popovich’s lead assistant, and he has the Hawks playing the same cohesive, smooth-

flowing style that sets such a glowing example in San Antonio. 

The Hawks are on a 28-2 run because they have four legitimate candidates to make the All-Star team as 

reserves: point guardJeff Teague, shooting guard Kyle Korver, center Al Horford and power forward Paul 

Millsap. But it’s the blend of that talent that has given Atlanta its most compelling and entertaining team 

since the prime of Dominique Wilkins. 

“Nobody cares about numbers or any kind of personal glory,” Horford told reporters recently, “and 

we’ve got a system that has everyone thinking pass first, the open shot, making sure everyone stays 

involved.” 

A lot of teams like to make such claims; the Hawks’ crisp execution, night after night, is absolutely the 

real thing. 

The Eastern Conference isn’t all about Atlanta. Washington, Toronto and Chicago are capable of beating 

anyone at any time.Jason Kidd is likely to have his interesting Milwaukee team in the playoffs. And you 

can never discount Cleveland, onceLeBron James, Kevin Love, Kyrie Irving and coach David Blatt find 

even a hint of common ground. 

The postseason looks to be a lot more interesting than originally forecast. 

 


